We have performed a temperature dependent angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) study of the tri-layer high-Tc cuprate superconductor (HTSC) Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O 10+δ (Bi2223), and have shown that the "effective"superconducting (SC) gap ∆sc defined at the end point of the Fermi arc and the Tc (= 110 K) approximately satisfies the weak-coupling BCS-relationship 2∆sc = 4.3kBTc. Combining this result with previous ARPES results on single-and double-layer cuprates, we show that the relationship between 2∆sc = 4.3kBTc holds for various HTSCs. Furthermore, at T ∼ Tc, the quasi-patricle width at the end point of the Fermi arc is found to coincide with ∆sc, consistent with the context of Planckian dissipation.
In the normal state of cuprate high-temperature superconductors (HTSCs), a pseudogap exists on part of the Fermi surface (FS) away from the d-wave superconducting (SC) gap node, and the FS is truncated into gapless regions called "Fermi arcs" [1] [2] [3] [4] . The most controversial and crucial questions are how the Fermi arc/pseudogap and the d-wave superconductivity are mutually related and how the T c is determined. Most remarkably, the superfluid density measured by muon spin relaxation (µSR) is proportional to T c for a large number of HTSCs, known as Uemura relation [5] . It has also been found that the coherence peak in angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) spectra around (π, 0) of Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+δ (Bi2212) increases with the superfluid density and hence is proportional to T c [6] . As for the SC gap, while it had been believed from ARPES and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies [1, 7, 8] that the gap increases with underdoping, the SC gap ∆ 0 around the node defined by the d-wave order parameter ∆( − → k ) = ∆ 0 (cos(k x a)−cos(k y a))/2, where a is the lattice constant, estimated from the penetration depth and Andreev reflection measurements was found to be proportional to T c from the underdoped to slightly overdoped regions [9, 10] . Also, according to recent ARPES studies, ∆ 0 for La 2−x Sr x CuO 4 (LSCO, n = 1) and Bi2212 (n = 2) ceases to increase with underdoping and then drop in non-superconducting samples [1, 7, 11] .
In order to understand the relationship between the T c , the SC gap in the nodal region ∆ 0 , and the superfluid density, a "Fermi arc"picture has been proposed by Lee and Wen [12] and Oda et al. [13] . According to this picture, the length of the Fermi arc is proportional to the number of doped carriers x, leading to an "effective SC gap"∆ sc ∝ x∆ 0 defined by the gap magnitude at the edge of the Fermi arc, and hence T c is proportional to x∆ 0 . For further understanding of a "Fermi arc"picture, it would be useful to investigate the psudogap and Fermi arc of tri-layer HTSC which has the highest T c among the cuprates.
In this Letter, we report on a temperarure dependent ARPES results on the tri-layer HTSC Bi 2 Sr 2 Ca 2 Cu 3 O 10+δ (Bi2223) which shows the highest T c among the Bi-based HTSCs. From the present and previous ARPES results on various cuprates with different T c 's, we have found that an "effective" SC gap ∆ sc , which is defined by the gap at the end point of the Fermi arc, is proportional to T c . This relationship takes an apparently weak-coupling BCS form 2∆ sc ≃ 4.3k B T c , and is found to be universal, providing an extension of the BCS relationship to the superconductivity of the HTSCs, where the carrier density is strongly reduced by electron correlation compared to conventional superconductors.
Single crystals of optimally doped Bi2223 (T c = 110 K) were grown by the travelling solvent floating zone (TSFZ) method. ARPES experiments were carried out at beam line 9A of Hiroshima Synchrotron Radiation Center (HiSOR) using circularly polarized light. The total energy resolution ∆E was set at ∼ 5 meV. The samples were cleaved in situ under an ultrahigh vacuum of ∼ 1×10 −11 Torr. Figure 1 shows an ARPES intensity plots in energymomentum space of optimally doped Bi2223 (T c = 110 K) at T = 10, 115 K for the nodal and the off-nodal cuts, demonstrating the temperature and momentum dependences of the energy gap. Here, by utilizing the photonenergy dependence of ARPES intensities, one can observe the outer and inner CuO 2 planes (OP and IP) separately [14] . In the SC state (T = 10 K), the gap opens except for the nodal direction as expected for a d-wave superconductor. In the normal state (T = 115 K), slightly [1, 7, 11, 15, 16] , and is extrapolated to ∆ * ∼ 85 meV in the anti-nodal region as indicated in Fig. 2(f) . On the other hand, the gap in the SC state for OP shows almost the ideal d-wave angular dependence, namely, "one-gap behavior"as shown in Fig. 2(e) . These "two-gap"versus "one-gap" behaviors for IP and OP are consistent with the hole concentrations of IP (underdoped) and OP (overdoped), respectively, estimated from the ARPES experiment [17] . Following the method employed in the previous ARPES studies [1, 7, 11] , the IP gap data were fitted to two lines as shown in Fig. 2(f) , while the OP gap data were fitted to one line. If we define the "nodal gap"∆ 0 by extrapolating the fitted line near the node to the anti-node direction, the ∆ 0 ∼ 60 meV for IP and ∆ 0 ∼ 50 meV for OP [Figs. 2(e) and 2(f)].
Slightly above T c (T = 115 K), the Fermi arc appears around the node as shown in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f). The Fermi arc length K a defined by the FS region where the gap collapses in the symmetrized EDC are ∼ 32, and ∼ 17 % of the full FS length 2πk F for OP and IP, respectively. If we define an effective SC gap ∆ sc by the gap value at the edge of the Fermi arc, ∆ sc ∼ 21 ± 3 and ∼ 14 ± 3 meV for the OP and IP, respectively [ Fig. 2 (e) and 2(f)] [18] . Now, we discuss the central issue of which single parameter is related with the T c value of the HTSCs most directly. The well known Uemura relationship relates the superfluid density with T c [5] for a wide range of HTSC's except for overdoped ones. Tallon et al. have proposed a modified Uemura relation [19] in which the value of T c /∆ ′ plotted as a function of superfluid density, where ∆ ′ is the maximum spectral gap obtained from the specific-heat and Raman studies. In Fig. 3(a) , we have plotted the nodal SC gap ∆ 0 versus T c for various HTSCs measured by ARPES, where the nodal gap ∆ 0 has been estimated by a linear fit of the gap data around the node as in the previous ARPES studies. For optimum to overdoped samples, the experimental data follow the linear relationship 2∆ 0 ∼ 8.6k B T c , reminiscent of a strong-coupling BCS formula of d-wave SC, whereas in the underdoped region, the plot becomes 2∆ 0 ≫ 8.6k B T c , deviating from the linear BCS relationship.
Then we take into account effects of the finite Fermi arc lengths K a as follows. In Fig. 3(b) , K a for the OP and IP of Bi2223 as well as those for LSCO [1, 20] , Bi 2 Sr 2 CuO 6+δ (Bi2201) [4] , and Bi2212 [2, 7] defined in the same way are plotted as a function of doped hole concentration x. One finds that the K a values of the various HTSCs approximately fall on a single line. Therefore, the evolution of K a with x means the increase of the hole concentration in the CuO 2 plane in the normal state n n (≈ x/a 2 ), where a is the in-plane lattice constant, and hence is proportional to the superfluid density ρ s = n s /m * [4] , where m * is the carrier effective mass. Tanner et al. [24] pointed out that the number of SC electrons n s is empirically proportional to n n (n s ∼ 0.2n n ).
In Fig. 3(c) , we have plotted the effective SC gap ∆ sc which is approximately proportional to K a ∆ 0 against T c for various HTSCs. These data approximately fall on the straight dotted line which represents the d-wave BCS gap 2∆ BCS = 4.3k B T c [25] . It should be noted that this relationship seems to hold even in the overdoped region. Hence, the "effective" SC gap ∆ sc (as indicated in Fig. 2 ) for all the HTSCs known to the authors is more directly related to T c than ∆ 0 . This relationship is reminiscent of the relationship T c ∝ x∆ 0 proposed by Lee and Wen [12] and Oda et al. [13] . The closer relationship between ∆ sc and T c than that between ∆ 0 and T c is reasonable because the gap outside the Fermi arc does not close just at T c and hence has only small contribution to the condensation energy of superfluid.
While ∆ sc satisfies the weak-coupling BCS formula 2∆ sc ≃ 4.3k B T c , ∆ 0 satisfies the strong-coupling relationship 2∆ 0 ≃ 8k B T c as shown in Fig. 3(c) from the optimum to the overdoped regions such as the overdoped OP of Bi2223, where the second gap of magnitude ∆ * , most likely due to competing order, does not exists in the anti-nodal region. This means that the strong-coupling d-wave superconductivity leads to the pseudogap beyond the Fermi arc region and the gap does not close just above T c there, even if the gap originates from superconductivity and not from the competing order.
In the remaining part of this letter, we address the question of why the Fermi arc length K a ∝ x in the normal state. This is a key question because T c seems to be determined by T c ∝ ∆ sc ∼ K a ∆ 0 , namely, by the paring strength ∝ ∆ 0 and the carrier/superfluid density ∝ K a . In order to answer this question, it should be remembered that the Fermi arc is a phenomenon which occurs at finite temperatures ≥ T c . Since finite temperatures broaden the quasi-particle width (QPW), we examine the temperature dependence of QPW measured by ARPES. In Fig.4 , we have plotted the QPW at various temperatures and compare it with the d-wave gap. One can see that the QPW (HWHM) denoted as Γ increases with temperature. An early ARPES study [26] has shown that the QPW around the node in the normal state is proportional to temperature T as a fingerprint of marginal Fermi liquid [27] . Within the experimental resolution of ARPES, Γ versus T is consistent with Γ ∝ T . From the present data at T = 115 K, QPW estimated at k F just above T c is found to be Γ ∼ 20 meV (∼ 2k B T c ). In the k F region where Γ is larger than the energy gap ∆(k) and hence Γ(∼ 2k B T c ) ≥ ∆(k), the gap cannot survive above T c and collapses into the Fermi arc. Therefore, the gap at the end point of the Fermi arc ∆ sc should be approximately equal to Γ ∼ 2k B T c slightly above T c and [1, 20] , Bi2201 [4] , Bi2212 [7, 11, 21, 22] , and Ba2Ca3Cu4O8F2 (F0234) [23] . These nodal gaps ∆0 have been estimated by linear fits of the data around the node. Arrows indicate the increase of hole concentration for each of n = 1, 2, and 3. thereby one can re-derive the relationship T c ∝ K a ∆ 0 . This scenario is schematically shown in Fig. 4(c) .
It is interesting to point out that the relationship T c ∝ ∆ sc ∼ K a ∆ 0 is consistent with Homes' law n s /m * ∝ σ dc (T c )T c [29] , where σ dc is the in-plane dc conductivity, as follows. If the effective SC gap ∆ sc at the edge of the Fermi arc is determined by ∆ sc ∼ Γ(T c ) and if Γ ∼ 2k B T as mentioned above, one obtains 2∆ sc ∼ 4k B T c . Therefore, since the in-plane dc conductivity slightly above T c is expressed as σ dc ∼ n n e 2 /m * Γ(T c ) with Γ(T c ) ∼ 2k B T c , one obtains T c ∼ k B n n e 2 /2m * σ dc (T c ). Applying Tanner's law n s ∼ 0.2n n to the latter formula, from the ARPES point of view, too, T c ∼ 5k B n s e 2 /2m * σ dc (T c ), Homes' law. This means that the T c of HTSCs is dominated by the carrier density in the nodal region and the scattering rate of the carriers as pointed out by Zaanen in the context of Planckian dissipation [30] .
